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COMMUNITY  VOICE 
For the Future of Long Valley 

 

 
Date:  10 November 2006 
Subject:  Public comments – draft McCall Airport Master Plan 
To:  Rick Harvey, McCall airport manager 
 
Mr. Harvey, 
 
Please accept this letter as public comment on the draft McCall Airport Master Plan revision. 
 
The draft Airport Master Plan represents a thorough review of current and future projected trends 
in airport use and the presentation provided by Toothman-Orton Engineering Company on 
October 2, 2006 represented a thorough engineering analysis of possible alternatives for airport 
expansion in terms of FAA safety and design standards.  However, Community Voice asserts 
this planning process is inadequate and incomplete in many ways including:  1) The plan is being 
developed by narrow interest groups and the planning process lacks a public input element, 2) an 
inherent assumption that a larger commercial airport is a community asset and is required by the 
FAA, 3) a lack of coordination with the ongoing Comprehensive Planning process, 4) no 
evaluation of community impacts, and 5) incomplete review of potential alternatives. 
 
1. Narrow Interest Groups and inadequate of Public Input Process   

According to the presentations given and discussions with presenters at the 2 October 
workshop, the draft Airport Master Plan, to date, has been developed by a small segment of 
the community with vested interests in airport expansion.  The primary participants in this 
planning process include the airport manager, the ACC, and the PAC.  The airport manager 
has publicly acknowledged his desire to expand the airport because increased private and 
commercial jet traffic will increase revenues to the airport.  The ACC is composed of a small 
(5 members) group of airport users representing the aviation community.  The PAC is a small 
(12 members) group established by the ACC to represent citizens with vested interests in the 
airport.  Plan developers have been working on the draft Plan with the City Council for over 
a year, but have not yet developed a public input element in this planning process.  Although 
the airport manager has indicated the planning process has included 4 community workshops, 
the planning process does not include a plan for soliciting, recording, evaluating, or 
incorporating community input into the Plan.  Neither does the planning process include a 
meaningful or adequate mechanism for dialogue between the community and developers of 
the Plan.  As a matter of fact, the City Council requested the airport manager hold the public 
workshop on 2 October 2006 because they felt that the public has not had sufficient input 
into this process.  However, at no time during the October workshop did the airport manager 
state that one of the purposes of the meeting was to solicit public input, request public input, 
or indicate how public input could be provided.  After the meeting was adjourned, the airport 
manager, when questioned, indicated that no public input process was in place, but that 
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public comments were welcomed.  Community Voice believes it is inappropriate for the City 
of McCall to rely on the airport manager and their advisory committee, to evaluate and make 
recommendations on such an important and complex community wide issue.  This issue is of 
paramount importance in deciding the future direction and character of our community.  
Because of the community-wide and long-term impact of this decision, Community Voice 
requests the City of McCall to invest in and expand the current planning process to include a 
facilitated and meaningful public input process.  As the future of the McCall airport will have 
tremendous community wide impacts, it is important that the broader community has a voice 
in this decision.  Community Voice requests that the City of McCall comply with all 
federally mandated NEPA requirements, if any, applicable to this project. 
 

2. Commercial Airport Viewed as Community Asset. 
The draft Airport Master Plan, has been developed with the a priori assumption that an 
expanded commercial airport will be beneficial to the community.  No potentially negative 
community wide impacts were considered, assessed, or evaluated during this planning 
process.  Additionally, plan developers are representing the expansion as an FAA 
requirement allowing for little community input.  During the October workshop, the 
presenters gave the impression that the FAA has found the airport to be out of federal 
compliance with BII standards, and that the FAA was requiring McCall to expand from a BII 
to a CII airport.  The message presented at the October workshop was confusing as on one 
hand it was indicated that the community could decide the future growth of the airport, but at 
the same time indicated that the community did not have much choice in this matter due to 
FAA requirements.  The draft Airport Master Plan however seems to indicate that, for 
general aviation airports such as McCall’s, the FAA would not actively require McCall to 
expand, but rather encourage the airport to comply with federal standard for the current BII 
classification.  The draft Plan states that besides federal contractual compliance requirements, 
there are no federal regulations requiring general aviation airports to expand.  In addition, the 
draft Plan indicated that McCall, not the FAA, would request an expansion to a CII airport 
and would have to demonstrate to the FAA that the airport indeed has the volume of traffic 
and facilities to qualify for an expansion to a CII airport.  The draft Airport Master Plan 
indicates that currently, the airport does not meet FAA CII requirements in terms of 
minimum volume of CII type aircraft use.  These mixed messaged are confusing, if not 
misleading.  It is unclear, at this point, how much control the community has over this 
process, who has the authority to make what decisions, what the community should or can be 
commenting on, how the community should provide comments, what opportunities for public 
comment exist, or how public comments will influence the planning process.  Community 
Voice requests additional opportunities to better inform the community, providing detailed 
information outlining the relationship between the McCall airport and FAA requirements and 
clearly identifying the decision space and options available to the community.  As noted 
above, this should be constructed in a professionally facilitate public input process. 
 

3. Comprehensive Plan 
Unfortunately, the decision on the Airport Master Plan is not adequately integrated into the 
Comprehensive Plan planning process.  This is a grave oversight.  In response to audience 
questions during the October workshop, presenters indicated that beyond sharing some 
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datasets and communication between committees, there was no process in place to integrate 
these two planning processes.  Community Voice believes it is vital to insure that the Airport 
Mater Plan is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan and the community’s future vision for 
McCall.  No decision on the future direction of the airport should be made until the ongoing 
update on the Comprehensive Plan is completed. 
 

4. Evaluation of Impacts 
To date, the planning process has narrowly focused on an engineering perspective restricted 
to developing and evaluating alternative site plans (blue prints) and construction cost 
estimates for airport expansion options with respect to FAA requirements.  The planning 
process has not addressed community wide impacts of any of these expansion options.  The 
October meeting presentation of “Economic Impacts” was short, about 5 minute, and limited 
to “positive” monetary contributions to the airport and community by increased air traffic, 
principally corporate jet and commercial traffic.  Presented material was not based on any 
study, was not part of or included in the Plan, but based mostly on subjective opinion and 
some City of McCall figures.  Currently, the Plan does not consider any community impacts, 
nor does the planning process call for any study or assessment of community wide impacts.  
Community Voice believes it is imperative that the planning process includes analysis of 
community wide impacts such as:  1) influence on growth and development trends, 2) 
impacts to property values and an affordable economy, 3) impacts on demographic makeup, 
4) impacts to local economy, 5) impacts to character of community, 6) compatibility with 
Comprehensive Plan, 7) impacts of increased noise, air pollution and congestion, 8) impacts 
to public safety, 9) impacts to recreational experiences on Payette Lake, and 10) impacts on 
quality of life.  Making decisions about the future of McCall’s airport without considering 
community wide impacts is unthinkable.  Community Voice requests the City of McCall to 
include professional assessment of community and environmental impacts associated with 
identified airport expansion alternatives. 
 

5. Incomplete Review of Potential Alternatives 
Currently, the developers of the Plan have identified 4 alternatives.  Except for the no-action 
alternative, all alternatives include an expanded commercial CII or CIII airport, again 
indicating an a priori underlying assumption that McCall should expand the airport.  Two 
additional optioned, not addressed in the Plan, but should be included, evaluated, and 
presented to the public include 1) an option for coming into compliance with the existing BII 
classification without a runway extension and 2) an option for developing a regional airport, 
developing the existing Cascade airport or elsewhere.  The first alternative would retain 
maximum community control over future air traffic levels, limit commercial air traffic, and 
reduce negative community wide impacts.  A regional airport would relocate future 
commercial traffic out of down town McCall, reduce community wide impacts, locate the 
airport more centrally to airport users, and be more cost effective if implemented sooner 
rather than later. 
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Expansion of the McCall airport and concomitant increased in air traffic is of obvious 
importance to the community.  The future direction of the airport will have far reaching and 
irreversible impacts to our community.  Community Voice is concerned about irreversible 
negative impacts to the current high quality of life we enjoy in McCall and Long Valley.  We 
fear that increased air traffic would result in ever increasing and unacceptable levels of air and 
noise pollution around the lake, downtown, and surrounding countryside.  We fear increased air 
traffic noise and congestion over the lake would further reduce recreational enjoyment of the 
centerpiece of our community and economy and could tip the pendulum on an already 
overcrowded and overused resource.  And most importantly, we fear increased air traffic 
including commercial service would present an unacceptable public health risk as downtown and 
our public schools are directly line with and under the only airport approach for landing and take 
off.     
 
Community Voice is also concerned about loosing community control over future growth 
decisions and resulting impacts if the airport is designated a commercial service airport by the 
FAA.  If the McCall airport is designated a CII airport and encourages commercial traffic to the 
point of being designated a commercial service airport, then strict FAA regulations apply for 
future expansion of the airport.  At this point, the FAA, not the community will control the future 
size and configuration of the airport.  Because the airport is substantially federally funded, it is 
subject to FAA regulations for minimum design and safety standards and the FAA can mandate 
the design and capacity of the airport based on its assessment of public need.  Unfortunately the 
FAA requires an airport to meet the “public need” and FAA requirements regardless of 
community wishes.  This sets up a never-ending escalating spiral towards an ever-expanding 
airport that is out of the community’s control.  In addition, McCall would have no say or control 
over increasing negative community impacts resulting form future airport expansions. 
 
Community Voice believes the community should be given the opportunity to consider if it 
would ever be appropriate to locate a CII commercial airport in the middle of downtown McCall 
considering the uncontrollable and irreversible community wide impact to quality of life and 
public safety. The time to think about our future is now, while we still have a choice. 
 
Community Voice supports thoughtful community planning through meaningful public input, 
and supports the City of McCall’s efforts to update the Airport Master Plan.  Because of the 
tremendous irreversible impacts this issue will have on our community, Community Voice 
requests the City of McCall to expand this planning process to more fully engage the community, 
include a more meaningful public input element, be consistent and compatible with McCall’s 
Comprehensive Plan expected to be completed by mid 2007, identify and assess community-
wide impacts, and include additional alternatives.  Community Voice recommends the City of 
McCall to investigate if the federal NEPA process is required for this project.  A public 
involvement process such as the NEPA process would be helpful for incorporating community 
participation, concerns, and comments.   
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Community Voice submits the following recommendations to assist this process and insure wide 
community support for the final Airport Master Plan. 

 
1. Elevate the responsibility for developing the Airport Master Plan to a qualified 

professional planning firm, with extensive experience with community involvement 
based planning processes. 

2. Include a community involvement and public input element in the Airport Master Plan 
planning process.  

3. Fully integrate the Airport Master Plan planning process into the ongoing Comprehensive 
Plan planning process.  The Comprehensive Plan planning process should address the 
community’s vision for the future of the airport based on community involvement and 
public input.  The Airport Master Plan should discuss and address community direction 
provided in the Comprehensive Plan and should not be finalized, nor should decisions be 
formulated, until the ongoing Comprehensive Plan update is completed.  The final 
Airport Master Plan must be compatible with the Comprehensive Plan. 

4. Expand the Airport Master Plan planning process to include identification, analysis, and 
evaluation of community wide impacts with full community involvement. 

5. Include additional alternatives in the Airport Master Plan including full compliance with 
BII classification, developing a regional airport, and others developed through 
community input. 

 
Community Voice is a local citizen’s collaborative organized to address growth and development 
issues in Long Valley and maintain our community’s social and natural amenities central to our 
quality of life.  Community Voice is dedicated to working cooperatively with city and county 
governments through active civic participation to help direct and encourage future growth and 
development consistent with local community needs and benefits and community-driven 
comprehensive planning. 
 
Thanks you for your time and consideration.  We look forward to your response.  We would also 
appreciate an update on the status and future direction of the Airport Master Plan revision 
process and information on additional opportunities for public involvement. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Curt Mack, Director 
Community Voice 
P.O. Box 2712 
McCall ID,  83638 
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